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are willing to pay a very trifling sum for the luxury of
sleeping under cover, and, if they like, for having their
horses near them.    Carts and oxen are always in the
open.    Sellers of grain and wood are always there with
everything native travellers require.    If a bedstead—a
low four-footed article with rope for its bottom and
mattress—be preferred to the bare ground, it can com-
monly be procur.d for three-halfpence for the night.
When in the evening we were near these places we went
to them, and saw the poor weary travellers setting to the
preparation of their simple meal—with most the only
cooked meal of the day—with apparently as great con-
tentedness as we have when after a fatiguing day we
reach an hotel, and, having given our orders, know that
speedily we shall sit down to an ample repast.    Many
of these Suras have been built at the expense of well-to-
do natives impelled by different motives, for love of name
—nam ke liye^ as the natives say, a motive for which their
countrymen continually give them credit—for the acqui-
sition of religious merit, and from benevolent feeling.
These places are called Dhurmsalas, places erected by
righteous, good men.
On this our first long journey in the country, we were
impressed by the amount of traffic we saw on the road;
and this impression was deepened on future occasions.
We seldom travelled a few miles without seeing carts
drawn by bullocks and laden with goods. We saw rows
of camels, walking in single file, each attached to the
one before and the one behind by a string. These
belonged chiefly, though not exclusively, to Afghans, and
were laden to a large extent with the products of their
country. Every now and then we came across elephants,
sometimes with a stack of tender branches on their back,

